Standing Coat Rack
Assembly Instructions

Parts Included:

(1) Base Stand (A)
(1) Pole (B)
(1) Pole (C)
(1) Large Hook (D)
(1) Small Hook (E)

Step 1: Pole (B) has one threaded end and one threaded bore. Threaded bore end is sized to fit into Base Stand (A). Insert this threaded bore into Base Stand (A), Rotate the pole clockwise until tight.

Step 2: Now, Insert Small Hook (E) on Pole (B) which is designed to fit on it then insert Pole (C) from the threaded bore and rotate clockwise until tight.

Step 3: Now, Insert Large Hook (D) threaded end of Pole (B) and rotate clockwise until tight.

Assembly is complete.

Care Instructions:
Wipe with a soft, dry cloth. Do not use any abrasive or chemical household cleaners.

Thank you for your purchase!
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